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Abstract. Analytical aspects are examined for the coupled reaction-diffusion equa-

tions arising for the expected conditional temperatures for heat flow in a random

two-component laminate with heat flowing in a direction perpendicular to the lam-

inae. The basic equations derived by Clarke [1] involve new terms not previously

encountered within the contexts of either diffusion or heat flows. Various results and

solution procedures are developed for both the coupled system and the underlying

fourth-order equation. Basic source solutions for the coupled system are derived

which are extended to general solutions of the coupled system with the new terms.

These general solutions involve two arbitrary heat functions and display explicitly

the dependence of solutions on the various parameters of the model. However, these

general solutions appear not to be as useful in the context of the solution of boundary

value problems as the corresponding results for the coupled system without the new

terms. A simple illustrative example is provided for the utilization of such general

solutions for a specific problem.

1. Introduction. In a recent paper, Clarke [1] obtains the following coupled

reaction-diffusion equations for variables Tj(x,t) (j = 1,2), which represent expec-

tation values of temperature at position x and time t, conditional upon material j

being present at x, in a random two-component laminate, for heat flow in a direction

perpendicular to the laminae:

V^=h^ + PP2(M-h)^-02P2(Plh + P2h)(rl-T2),

U2^T = + ~ ~ 2 + P2h){T2 - r,).

In these equations, Uj and (j — 1,2) denote the constant heat capacities and

thermal conductivities respectively. Further, p{ and p2 are the volume fractions

of the two components so that p\ + p2 — 1 and p is a constant characterizing the

construction of the random medium. Clarke assumes that a realization of the medium
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is generated from a generalized random telegraph process; the constant /? is a measure

of the number of material changes per unit distance or, equivalently, /?-1 is a measure

of the average distance between changes. Such issues are discussed in detail in [1]

where, in addition, the basic equations for an N-component laminate may also be

found for the cases of heat flow both parallel and perpendicular to the laminae.

In a subsequent paper, for a slightly more general random process, Clarke [2]

derives the basic equations for inclined random laminates which incorporate the

situations of heat flow both along and across the laminae as special cases. Here

we confine our attention only to equations of the type (1.1) since the essential new

mathematical feature of Clarke's model is the appearance of the middle terms on the

right-hand sides of equations (1.1). We emphasize that these terms are of course not

the usual convection terms arising in heat and diffusion phenomena and, as far as

the authors are aware, they do not appear to have arisen previously in the contexts

of either diffusion or heat conduction. Further we note that, for heat flow along the

laminae, Clarke [1] obtains precisely (1.1) but without the new terms so that these

terms appear to reflect the continual changes of the media. Accordingly, we adopt

the following as our basic system of equations:

ar, a2r, dr2 T.
~dr~D'^ + ex^~MT{~Tl)'

:i.2)

:i.3)

dT2 n d T2 dT\
~dr-Dl-d^+e2^~MT2~Tl)'

where the six real constants Dj, ej, and fj (j =1,2) are given by

Dx = ^~, ex=p?±{h-k2), fx=P2^{P^2 + P2^l
V\ V\ V1

D2 = ~~i e2 = p^{X2~h), f2 = P2-[plh + P2h).
v2 u2 u2

and the following important relations may be readily verified:

/;2 = ^ + | + W d.4)

The purpose of this paper is to describe various results for (1.2) relating to so-

lutions and solution procedures for this system. In the following two sections we

show how we may utilize known results for the special cases of either equal ther-

mal conductivities or equal heat capacities. In the section thereafter we examine the

fourth-order equation arising from (1.2) which both T\ (x, t) and T2(x, t) satisfy. The

unconditional expected temperature T(x,t), given by

T{x,t) = piTi(x,t) + p2T2(x,t), (1.5)

also satisfies this equation. In the final sections of the paper we deal with general

solutions of (1.2) without additional assumptions on the thermal conductivities or

heat capacities. The general solutions of (1.2) given in Sec. 6 originate from the

basic source solutions of (1.2) which we derive in Sec. 5. Finally, in Sec. 7, we

illustrate the solution procedure for a specific simple problem. We emphasize that in

this paper we deal exclusively with mathematical aspects of (1.2). In a related paper,
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Willis and Hill [6], we re-examine the basic foundations of heat diffusion in random

laminates and we propose a possible alternative formulation.

2. Equal thermal conductivities. For the special case of equal thermal conductiv-

ities X\ = A2 (or for heat flow along the laminae) we have a system of equations of

the form

m-Ty, (2.1)

Formal solutions of (2.1) may be found in Hill [3] as

T\{x, t) = e~^th\{x,D\t)

+ /i1/2/o(v)/*2(*,£)J dl

T2{x, t) = e~^'h2(x, D2t)
(2.2)

+ /2/2'o(>/)M*.£)Jdt

where the constants y and d are defined by

.. ( h~fl\ , (filh-flD, \
y=\D^D2)- * = ( A-flz J' <2'3)

and Iq and I\ are the usual modified Bessel functions. Further, r] is given by

1 = m/l/2n^ ~ ~ D2t)]1/2. (2-4)
(LI i - L>2)

and hi(x, t) and h2(x, t) are solutions of the classical heat equation

f = 0 0=1.2), (2.5,
satisfying the same initial data as T\ (x, t) and T2(x, t), respectively, and it is assumed

that D\ > D2.

The main merits of these representations are, firstly, the given explicit dependence

of the solutions on the four parameters D, and fj (j — 1,2) and, secondly, the

possibility of reducing a boundary value problem for the coupled system to two

boundary value problems for the classical heat equation. Related issues and examples

may be found in [3], Here we simply remark that for coupled reaction-diffusion

systems, solutions such as (2.2) are important general results for the system and,

accordingly, the question naturally arises as to the appropriate extension of (2.2)

which applies to the coupled system (1.2). The appropriate generalization is by no

means obvious since, in general, (1.2) cannot be reduced to a system of the form

(2.1) by simple transformations. In order to obtain the general solutions applying to
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(1.2) we must follow the procedure for the derivation of (2.2), that is, we must first

establish the source solutions for (1.2), which is done in Sec. 5. However, in the

following two sections, we first develop more immediate results, which follow from

(1.2) by known results and more elementary devices.

3. Flux equations and equal heat capacities. Clarke [ 1 ] deduces (1.1) by eliminating

the expected conditional fluxes Qj{x, t) (j = 1,2) from

= "'lit+ S~t = (3J)

where the unconditional expected temperature T(x,t) and flux Q(x,t) are given,

respectively, by (1.5) and

Q(x,t) = piQi{x, t) + p2Q2{x,t). (3.2)

Thus we have

fii = _^ + tem-r2). | = -§ + to(r2-r,),

'IT+ °~t " " a)' ">TT + '-t = - 21)

(3.3)

and it may be readily verified that (1.1) emerges on eliminating Qj{x,t) (j = 1,2).

Conversely, on eliminating Tj(x, t) (j = 1,2) we obtain

■oe,- '^,+te(A_±+
Aj 9/ 3x2 " \^2 v\ J dx " \v2 U\

1 d£>2 _ 1 d2£?2 1 A dQi q2„ f P\ , p2
+ 0p* --- )-£--02pi fi + f£ (Q2IQ.).

(3.4)

^2 dt u2 dx2 \u\ u2 J dx \ ^2 ^1

Thus we again have a system of the form (1.2), namely

dQi _ n dlQ\ > F d&- p tr> n \
~df _ "5x2" "dx" ~ (^ - ^)'

302 _ p d202 F dQi
-df-D2-^r + e2^ - F2(Q2 - Qi),

where the six real constants Dj, Ej, and Fj (j =1,2) are given by

A = -, El=fip2Xl Fi=fi2P2h(— + —
V\ \v2 vj \u2 V\

^2 u _ a„ , ( 1 1 \ r _ ft2 „ i ( P\ , Pi

(3.5)

Z)2 = e2 = pp{x2 , f2 = ^ ^
^2 V^l ^2/ \^2 ^1

(3.6)

which evidently satisfy relations similar to (1.4).

It is apparent from (3.4) that the special case of equal heat capacities, v\ = u2,

admits general solutions of the form (2.2) with F\ and F2 in place of f and f2

respectively. Assuming, therefore, that Qj(x,t) {j = 1,2) are known functions we

may deduce expressions for Tj(x,t) (j = 1,2) by integration of (3.3) 1 and (3.3)2.
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Thus, for example, for the semi-infinite medium occupying 0 < x < oo with zero

temperature at infinity we may readily deduce

Ti[x,t) = j[/?i + p2e^x~x)]Qi^,t) + p2[l -gK*-*)]62^ j dX,

l{x,t)= J™ |f>,[l -g^--y)]Ql^'/) +[P2 + Ple^-x)]Q2^t^ dX,
(3.7)

so that, with Qj(x,t) (j = 1,2) given by expressions of the form (2.2), equation

(3.7) constitutes the temperature solution. In the following section we analyze the

fourth-order partial differential equation arising from (1.2).

' " " 1 /Tl\_fO\ (41)

t2J vo

4. Fourth-order equation. On writing the coupled system (1.2) as

£-*.£ + /. -(*£ + /.) 1
~{e2^+f2) §J - D2^2 + fz.

the fourth-order equation satisfied by Tt(x, t) and T2(x, t), and therefore the uncon-

ditional expected temperature T(x,t) given by (1.5), is obtained by equating the

determinant to zero. On using the relations (1.4) this equation becomes

d2T .. ,.dT n „ (o2d2T (\ 1 \ d*T d*T\ tA-.

dt2+(h+k)dt- 1 2 Y dx2 + [D{ + D2) dx2dt dx4 }• (•)

Now the large time thermal diffusivity D* arises simply by approximating (4.2) by

o nn cj 2 T

(/l+/2)_=DlD2^_, (4.3)

so that

D" =  -. (4.4)

By a similar argument the large-time thermal diffusivity Dt for heat flow parallel to

the laminae is given by

0t ifi^2 +J2D1) {P\h + Pih) (4 ^
(/1+/2) {P\V\+P2V2)'

and we note that (4.4) and (4.5) are in complete agreement with Clarke [1] whose

results were obtained from more elaborate considerations. We also observe that,

while the coupled system (1.2) appears not to be invariant under transformations

x -x, the fourth-order equation is indeed unchanged by this transformation.

The detailed solution of boundary value problems for equations of the form (4.2)

is described in Lee and Hill [4], Here we observe that, with the notation

l- = t,-dS <4-6'

we obtain the following alternative form of (4.2) on equating the determinant in (4.1)

to zero: ^

L,L2 + (/,L2 + /2L.) - e^} T = 0. (4.7)
{>
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On noting the relation

&=-~l(4'8)

this simplifies to give

[LlL2 + (ylL2 + y2Li)]T = 0, (4.9)

where the constants yj (j — 1,2) are defined by

^B3- n=A + (&r (4I0)
Thus, on introducing new operators L* (j = 1, 2) defined by

L) = Lj + yj (7 = 1,2), (4.11)

we observe that (4.9) can be written as

{L\L*2-y{y2)T = 0, (4.12)

and, in particular, any solutions of the coupled system

L*U\ = y\U2, L2u2 = y2u\, (4.13)

are also solutions of (4.12). Writing these equations in full gives

dui d2ui du2 d2u2 , . ,. ,

~dt ~ ~dx2 ~ 7l("' ~ U2)' ~dt ~ °2~dxT - ^("2 - "■)- (4-14)

which accordingly have solutions of the form (2.2) with f and f2 replaced by y\ and

y2 respectively.

In summary, the above analysis demonstrates that the fourth-order equation (4.2)

admits solutions of the form (2.2) with constants yj in place of fj (j = 1,2) so that

the appropriate y and 8 are given by

7i — 72 \ ( f ~ fi\ 1e\e2

8 =

with rj defined by

D\—D2J \D\-D2) [D\ - D2)2'

y\Di — 7iP\ \ _ / f\Di ~ fiD\ \ _ £le2(P\ + P2)

D,-D2 )~\ D\ — D2 ) (D\ - D2)2 '

(4.15)

2k[/2
n = m - D2t)]x'\ (4.16)

where the constant k is given by

* = '"» = ^+(5^)^-(^)2- (4171

However, the resulting solutions of (4.14) are evidently not also solutions of the

original coupled system (1.2) and the importance of the preceding analysis is the

identification of the above constants y, S, and k and their dependence on the six

constants Dj,ej, and fj (j = 1, 2) of the given system. In the following two sections

we demonstrate how genuine solution pairs {T\, T2} of the original coupled system

(1.2) may be generated and how yi,y2,y,8, and k emerge as fundamental constants

of the system.
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Finally, in this section we make some additional observations relating to the fourth-

order equation and the large-time behaviour. Firstly, (4.2) admits the alternative

form

+fl (§+%) (pA+pA) (I - ■D'&)T=°- <418)

where D* is the large-time diffusivity given by (4.4). Roughly speaking, we may

interpret the terms of this equation as small-time and large-time contributions in the

sense that the first term reflects the fact that for small times the coupling terms in

(3.3) are not significant and the short-time diffusivities are simply D\ and D2, while

for large times the second term of (4.18) dominates and the temperature satisfies

the classical equation with diffusivity D*. Secondly, for large times the following

alternative derivation of the classical equation may be of interest. From (3.3) we

may readily deduce the overall relations

Q\ Qi dT dTi dT2 dQ n
Plj; + P2h ~ PxUl~dT + P2V2~dT + - °' (4-19)

so that for large times, since T\ ~ T2 ~ T and 2i — 02 — Q, we have

1 dT , dT dQ
(4.20)

from which the classical equation with diffusivity D* follows immediately.

5. Source solutions. In order to deduce general solutions of (1.2) we first need to

identify the structure of the source solutions for -oo < x < oo, that is, solutions of

(1.2) vanishing at infinity such that, initially,

Ti (jc, 0) = /»i«5(jc). T2(x, 0) = Pi5{x), (5.1)

where pj (j = 1, 2) denote the constant source strengths and 8{x) is the usual Dirac

delta function. On applying the Fourier transform

/CO rOOe~'wxTj(x, t)dx = 2 / cos (oxTj{x, t) dx, (5.2)
-oo J 0

and then the Laplace transform

  r OO

Tj((o,s) = / e~slTj(co, t) dt, (5.3)
Jo

we may establish in a routine manner,

D{w2 +fi +5 - (/i + icoei)] (Tj \ _ (p\

. - (/2 + i(oe2) D2(o2 + f2 + s\ \T2) \P2

The determinant A of this matrix is given by

A = s2 + [(£»! + D2)co2 + (/, + f2)]s + D,D2w2(o;2 + p1), (5.5)

(5.4)
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and it is not difficult to show that the roots Si (co) and s2(co) of A = 0 are given by

si(co) =-A + (ji2 + k)'/2, s2(co) = -X - (ju2 + kY/2, (5.6)

where X and p are functions of co given by

= H(D1 +D2)co2 + {y\ + y2)}, ti(co) = \{(DX - D2)a>2 + (71 - y2)}, (5.7)

and yi, y2, and k are all as previously defined by (4.10) and (4.17).

Now from the solution of (5.4),

(D2co2 + f2 + s)pi + (/i + i(oe{)p2
Ti(co,s) =

T2(co,s) =

{s-si){s-s2)

(fi + i°je2)p\ + (D\Co2 + f\ + s)p2
(5.8)

{s-si){s-s2)

It is a simple matter to show that, after a Laplace inversion,

Ti(u>,t) = pi^- + [f2p\ + (f + icoei)p2\p + D2piu>2p,

T2{(o, t) = p2^ + [fxp2 + (f2 + icoe2)p{]p + Dxp2co2p,

where the function p(co, t) is defined by

(5.9)

e Sinh{f[iu(ct>)2 -H A:]1/2} ,c=>)' + *]"' ' (5 0)

On using Sonine's second finite integral as described previously by Lee and Hill [5]

we have

p{co t)= f^y/2g-A»y[^2+fe)'/2i
P[ • ' \i J (p2 + ky/4

,k/2

2

and from the Fourier inversion formula

rn/z

= te~u / I0(kl/2t sin d)cosh(pt cos 6) sin Odd (5.11)
Jo

J' I0[kl'2(t2 - v2)l'2]e^ dv,

i o

\r°°. \ f°°
p(x,t) = — e,toxp((o, t) do) = — cos xcop(co, t) dco, (5.12)

27T y.oo 71 j0

and the integral,

e~QCU'cosxcoda)=^(~\ / -^A4") (a > 0), (5.13)L
we may readily deduce

e-(yi+}>2)f/2 r' , / r^l/2^2 _ 2)l/2i.-x2/(2[(£>,+f2)(-(Z)1-£>2)1/])

„ 1/2 / g(y'-ftW2 °L 1   775 dv
/ J-t \(D,+D,)t (D,-DjW] 1

L 2 2

fD,t „-M*l)e-**<™ ^rU,l

JDi t[D\ - D2) JDlt 2(ji()U2

(5.14)
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where the final expression follows from the change of variable

£ = I[(A+£>2)>-(A-£>2M, (5-15)

and the constants y, 8, and the variable r] are precisely as defined by (4.15) and (4.16)

respectively.

Finally from (5.9) we may deduce

T\{x,t) - p\ + ifiPi + fiP\)P +

T2(x, t) = Pi(^- A + (f \p2 + f2px)p + e2px

(5.16)

which together with (5.14) eventually simplify to give

. (e-vi'e-x'/M0 kx'2eSt fD,t _y, - D2t\ 1/2 h{rj)e~x2l^ ,,

l(X,0_/"{ 2(nD\t)1/2 + (Di - D2) JDl, [Dtt-eJ 2(^)>/2 ^

_ e\e2e5' fD,t y£Io{ri)e~x2/(4i)

(£>. - D2y~ JDit 2(nty/2 ^

f eSl fDl' tI0{rj)e~xll^ ( . ,1
+ Pl { (/), - D2) JD2, e 2(^)'/2 (/l_2f) *)'

^ < 4, f e-^e~x2/(4D2') kl'2eSt fD'' _v£ f D{t - i\l/2

i{x,)-p2<y 2{nDit)M2 + (D| _Dl) Jpi e \z-Dlt) 2{n£y/2

p<p^p^' rD,t * Tn(n\p~x2/f4^) 1

jc2/(4^)

di

[D"c-v£Iotr,)e-x2^ )

+ (Dl-D2)2JD2l e 2(^)1/2 *C|

ei^

0St

+ />, I r e-y^)e'x2,m (f2 -**) 1
+ Pl\{Dl-D2)JDtl 2(^)1/2 V/2 2^;j-

(5.17)
We note that in the above derivation we have made frequent use of the relations

S-yDj = -yj (y = 1,2). (5.18)

6. General solutions. Motivated by the structure of the source solutions (5.17) and

replacing pje'^^4^/(2(ni)1/2) by hj(x, t) (j = 1,2) where hj(x, t) are assumed to be

any solutions of the classical heat equation (2.5), we are led to propose the following
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general solutions of the coupled system (1.2), namely

T\ (x, t) = e~y,'hi(x, D\t)

yl/2 gSt [D''_Yi(,/2(Z-D2t\l/2
+

{D\ - D2

St rDtte,e
+

(Z>i -Z>2)

T2{x, t) = e~yi'h2{x, D2t)

^ e |y]/2 I\{ri)h\{x,Z) + yl/2I0{ri)h2{x,Z)JdZ

{t - - "2<Xi)1} di-

+ (5TTd5f_,< {ri'! (r^)' /|W*j(*{) + <«

(6.1)
In order to prove that (6.1) is indeed a formal solution of (1.2) we proceed as follows.

We first decompose (6.1) in the following way:

T\(x, t) = U\(x, t) + vi(jc, t), T2(x, t) = u2(x, t) + v2(x, t), (6.2)

where {ui,u2} are the terms satisfying either (4.13) or (4.14) and {vj, v2} are given

by
e edt ru'1 ,

v^x'^ = ZTtStT / e^IoWMx.Qdl
{.U\ - U2) JDlt

v2(x,t)= eieSt fD" e-*I0(ri)Mx.i)dZ,
[UI - U2) JD,,

(6.3)

(6.4)

where we have introduced <f>j(x,() (j — 1, 2) such that

We now observe that in terms of the operators L* (j =1,2) defined by (4.11) the

coupled system (1.2) becomes

r.)}
(6.5)

Further, if J{x, t) denotes any integral of the form

= TTT-rn fD" e~yiIo(ri)h(x,Z)ciZ, (6.6)
\L> 1 - l>2) Jd2,

where h{x,£,) is a solution of the classical heat equation (2.5) then, by applying the

substitution

f = ZV - (Z), - Z>2)r, (6.7)
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we may deduce, by partial differentiation with respect to time, that

jA/ipSi rD,t / da — <5 \ 1/2

+ e {(^dTi) (6.8)

while similarly the substitution,

t, = D2t + (£»,- D2)t, (6.9)

yields

lf\/2„dt fD\I /r _ r\ t\ '/2

L'2J = e-*<h(x.Dlt)+ {^_Di)Jdi e~yi \d^) h(>l)h(x,Z)dl (6.10)

Finally, by direct calculation from (6.1), we may establish

^{§-1
f kl/2cSt rD,t /^-Do/X1/2 1

J D-,t

ex y2eSt rD,t

(A - D2)

/ d^2 e2 (T _ T

'(ax (D\ - d2) 1 2

(6.11)

k\/2gS, rD,t ,Dxt_ £\l/2b-1 /ipSt ru,t

[ e-xr0(V)<Mx.()iK.
J D2I

e2y\eSt fDl!

Jd^d2)

On substituting (6.2) into (6.5) and exploiting the above equations and (4.13) we

may readily confirm that (6.1) constitutes a formal solution of (1.2) for arbitrary

heat functions hj{x,t) {j = 1,2). We emphasize that in verifying this solution we

have made use of the fundamental relation (1.4)2 between the constants ej and fj

(j = 1,2). Unfortunately, because the general solutions (6.1) also involve dhj/dx

as well as hj (j = 1, 2) this result is not as useful in the solution of boundary value

problems as the expressions (2.2). Accordingly we illustrate these results for the case

of equal heat capacities and we consider a special case of the problem considered in

some detail by Clarke [1],

7. Simple illustrative example. In the special case of equal heat capacities v\ =

u2 = v, the flux equations (3.5) have solutions of the form (2.2)-(2.4) with F} in

place of fj (j = 1, 2) and the constants are given by

£>, = -■ Ei = 0, F,=/?2/>A

z>2 = |, e2 = 0, F2 = p2Plf.
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For the problem of the semi-infinite medium 0 < x < oo with constant flux Q0 on the

plane x = 0 and zero temperature at infinity, the appropriate boundary conditions

become, in view of (3.1),

Qj(0,i) = Q0, Qj(oo,t) = 0 (; = 1,2). (7.2)

Now, as described in Hill [3], such conditions can be realized by expressions of the

form (2.2) for Q\(x,t) and Q2{x,t) provided that hj(x,t) (j = 1,2) satisfy the same

boundary data, namely,

A;(0,0 = Qo, hj(oo, t) — 0 (7 = 1,2). (7.3)

Assuming zero initial condition the appropriate heat functions are simply

M*-0 = Qoerfc(~) (7=1,2). (7.4)

Thus, altogether, the solution of the flux equations (3.5) in the special case u\ =

u2 = v becomes

Q\(x,t) _ Fl
= e ''erfc

Qo \2 (Dxty/\
LT\/2p3t fD,I C /K < \ 1/2 "I / y

e / J 171/2 / <= 2 I , J7l/2r^\l»^/ X+ (5T^J(Wl) '<'« + erfc 2^1/2
dt

Qiix.t) = e~Fl'erfc ( * n ) (7.5)
Qo \2(D2ty/i

+£"{F["2 (f^)'

where j>, <5, and 77 are given by (2.3) and (2.4) but with Fj in place of fj (j = 1, 2).

Finally, the expected conditional temperatures may then be deduced from the above

and equation (3.7).
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